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Abstract: In this paper some homeomorp!hism extension theorems for infiniter-dimensional 
manifolds are redone in a canonical fashion. As an example we cite a special case of our main 
result. Let denoted by Ii, where each li is the Cl0 
and let s = is the open ilf (-1,l). It is known that t’ 
and f : K --* s is any embedding, then f can be extended to a homeomorphism ,f : Q l -, Q satisfy* 
ing f-(s) = s. As a special case of Theorem 5.1 i+ follows that 7 can be continuously chosen, i.e. 
chosen to depend continuousiy on f. We also give a number of applica,tions of this result to 
spaces of embeddings of compacta nd homelomor?hism groups 0; in~nite-din~ensianal m ni- 
folds. 
AMS Subj. Class.: Primary 5755; Secondary 5428 
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Hilbert cube manifolds Fre’chet manifolds Z-sets 
extending homoernorphisms homeomorphism groups 
X.4. C%apman, Cbmonid extensions of homeomarphisms 
or any spaces A and T we use the notation I 
E(A, T) = i[ f: A -3 TI f is an embedding 
fN-3 = r;f~ E(T, T)If(T) = 
ces will have the ~compact-open topology.) 
-malnfold, K C, X be a compact set, and let 
be defined by p(j) = f] K, for a!1 f~ H(X). It follows immediately from 
the h.omeomorphism extension theorem of [ 71 that p has a local cross- 
section at id, (the identity mapping on K), i.e., there exists a neighbor- 
of id, in E(M, X) and a (not necessarily continuous) function 
such that po q = id,. This simply means that any embedcling$: M + X 
which is sufficiently close to idK admits an c: xtension to an element of 
H(X). The main result of this paper is Theorem 5.1, which implies that 
the local cross-section q can be &rz~nicaZZ~ (i.e. continuously) constructed. 
Theorem 5. I also implies an analogous result for Q-manifolds (with some 
fimi*tations) which we describe be:,ow. 
ollowing [2] we say that a closed subset A of a space T is a Z-set in 
T iff for each non-null and homotopically trivial open set U in T, U \ A 
is also non-null and homotopically trivial. Let Y be a Q-manifold, K c Y 
e a compact Z-set, and let 
Z(K, Y) = {fE E(K, Y)I f(K) is a Z-set) .
Cokder the natural function 
pt: H(Y) + Z(K, Y) 
meomorphism extension 
In I.61 it was shown t 
means “i:j homeo 
every Q-Trlanifold 
roughly as s sits i 
phism of Y onto Y X Q which takes 
(X, Y) a rna~z&C~ZcI pair. It follows from I[ 13 ] that if (X, Y) is it 
pair, then any compact set K c X is a Zket in both X and ‘C Thus we 
have E(K, X) C Z(K, Y). 
H*(Y) ={f E H(Y)If(X) =X1’ 
and let 
p’: H”(Y) -+ &X,X’) 
be the natural function given by restriction. Then Theorem 5.1 im 
that ;2’ has a continuous local cross-sectiazi at idK. 
The remainder of the paper is concerned with applications of 
5.1 to certain spaces of maps (i.e. continuous functions), embed 
homeomorphisms. We give below brief descriptions of some of the results 
obtained. 
1-l . Applications to spaces of maps al,zd embeddings. 
where A, and A are compacta (A0 + ) and X is an F-manifo 
it was shown that the space C(A,X) o maps of A into X is an 
In theorem 6.1 we prove: 
(i) E(A,X) z C(A, X), and therefore E(A,X) is also an 
(ii) the space E A,, of embeddings of A into X wkh are 
on A0 is also an F-manifold. 
In Theorem 6.2 we establish some results concerning map 
beddings into Q-manifolds: 
(i) the space of maps 
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neighborhooc~ of id y in H( '), and a continuous deformation of El into 
uestion 7.4 we pose the open 
-manifold locally 
anifold Y it follows from the general apparatus of [ 20] 
t is shown in [ 22] that for the imanifold pair 
n Theorem 7.5 we show that for any manifold 
plicatilvns to homeka phims on cells. Let H, (P ) denote the 
e r-cell P which leave the boundary 
that HO (I”) is contractible and 
metric). Anderson [ 31 has shown 
tured that Hg(ln)z s, ~12 2 [9]. 
eorem 6.1 and ‘a selection theorem of Morse 
(concerning spaces of arc?) to obtain a short (but non-elementary) 
derson’s result. The. lack of an ailalogue of Morse’s selection 
of n-lzells (n > 2) is precisely why this process does 
zz s, for all n 2 1. In this connection see Question 
arks cone xning notation to be used in the sequel. 
we will use ox to denote projection onto X and for 
id,,y): X’k XX Y by (id*,v)(x j = (x, y), for all 
pi to denote projection onto Xi. We 
f ambient invertible isotopies ofX onto 
reserving hornzornorphisms of 
), then we let 8, E H( 
4 e 
isms 
and ifA = {x) 3 for some x E X, we let 
,X) for the space of home 
2. a concerning a 
In this section we will establish a canonical 
This will be used in the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
the rc.feree for suggesting the following sim 
eoreltro 2.1 S Let X be a metric space, Y be an 
pact metric space. Then there exists a continuous function 
@ : E(A,X)xE(A, Y) + C(X, Y) 
hat $(f,g)lf(A) = gQ”1, fcx all f’~ &A ,_U) 
Let the subset M of the metric space F(A, 
defined by 
M = { upg, f(a)) 1 f E E(/1,:lr), g E E(r4, I!), a E .A. 
It can be routinely verified that _M is closed. Define or: 
cuu9g,f(a):i =g(a). It is easy to check &hat CY is continuous. ‘X’ 
extend ~1 to a continuous function 6 : E(A, .Xg x E( 
define 4: &4,X) X E(A, Y) + C(.X, Y) by 
e 
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. I 
onto a Z-set in X) e approximated by Z-embed- 
whichg]A, =%I will need the following cano- 
pact metric space, A, c A be closed, X be 
(A,X) =( f E C(A,X)I J’IA, is L-1). 
Then there exists a continuous fun&ion (9: C* (AJ.) Xi -+ C*(A,X) such 
that for e,achfE C*(A,X) and t E (QJ], et(j) E E(A,X), @,U, =f, and 
IP,Y)IA* =fM,. 
Ht follows from [6] tha.t there exists a homeomorphismn 
or each f E C* (A, X) and each in tzger i > 0 let 
t is easy to see thzt we can continuously assign to each f E C* (A, X) a 
unique piecewise-linear homeomorphism Qi(j): .!? + e \vhich satisfies 
C!i(f)(ai(f)) E -i and O ,(f)@(fi) = i. Let I?($) E W(S) be defined 
coordinatewise by S(j) : 0, v) X 8, cf) X . . . and note that 
(idXXB(f))rrhof((A) C XX II;, [--;,fr, 
r all f E C*(A,X). 
re exists a homeomorphism k: s --) q Xs2 
, where s; and s2 are copies of S. 
of [ 7 5, as des)cribed in the corn-- 
struct a continuous function F: A X.,! + s2 
e rg re s. 
e 
e. Then there: exists a continua 
x Q, Y x Q) such that for each 
eth: Y-+ YX Q be a homeomor 
drX sl, where Q1 is a copy of Q and s1 is th 
Then the techniques of t 
a continuous function $J 
that for each f E E(A,A%sl x 
$(f(A)) c Y X Q, x (0 
tion, for al? fE E(A, X X s): 
4. A canonical home0 (2 1 
In [2] it was shown that if K,,K, c s arc! compacta an 
a homeomorphism, then 92 can be extended to a homeomor 
onto itself. We: will need the following t:anonical version of 
will be used only in the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
I’L 4 
t .I e If A is a cokytii2 metric space, then there exists a co 
ous fur. ction 
c/x E(A,s)xE(A,s) + H(Q) 
such that for each cf, g) E E(A, s) X E( 
@Uk)lf(A) =gof-‘. 
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, 
, 
of-;1 for all 
1, s) it clearly follows that 
fine ~rf,g) to be the uniquely defined homeomorphism of QI x Q, 
oitselfsuch that foreachxE Q~,~Cfg)lIx)xs2:{x)xs2~{x)jts2 
d,t~~3(x 0) = kY(PQ* 4fl?pQ,opo)w 
imilarly !et &J g) be th.e urLvu, y ~~~~~~~~ definedhomesmorphism of Qr X Q2 
self such that fof each x E Qz, pcfig)(sl X{ x)) = s1 X{ x } and 
for each cf, g) E E [AI, s) >(: E(A . s) define 
clearly futfilfs our requirements. 
airs 
manifold pairs (37, Y) and the existence of canonical exten- 
mpacta in X to homeomorphisms 
cnical homotopy is 
(ii).If A C X, then there is a neighborhood u’ of idA in, 3 a . 
continuous function 0: U + I(Y) such tha: for each f~ E(A X) an 
E I, S(f)JX)=X,&j), = id,, and S(j), IA = f. 
roof. Since (X, Y) is a manifold pair there exists a homcomorphis 
Y onto Y X Q which takes X onto Y’Xs. We can use Lemma 3.1 to ~btl~i~ 
a continuous function 
a:C*(AXI,X)+H(Y.YxQ1x 
such thilt for each F E C*(A X4,x), a(F)(F(AXJl)) C YX 
a(F)(x) = Y Xq Xs2, where Qs , Q2 are copies of Q and sI j s2 
corresponding copies of s. Clearly there exists an element & 
such that (#;)a = id 
YxQ1xQ2’ (@i);~(YXQ&Or)= YxQ$ 
and [@i)f (x, y, z) = (x, y, z’), for all ( XJ, Z) E Y X Qn X Qa and 
each FE C*(A X1,x) and t E I let 
which defines a continuou!; function @I : C* (A X: I, X) + I(Y) M*hic 
fies &(F),(X) = X, fdr alk F and t (with the corresponding 
been made for +i). If we then define p: G* (A H,,X) + P+’ 
( 
F 22, St<+ 
P(F), = 
@1(F)2t-1~F1, -+tg L 
then 6 is a continuous function such that P(F), =: 
$9, for all Fe C*(A XY, 
sing core (1, we Cal-l co 
It f’dlows from 143 t’ihat here exists a homeomcprphism of Q onto 
X hi& tikBn!s S Ont_3 S X [ - 1,2], out floss of generality we 
assume that 1 eorem 4.1 to obtain a continuous1 
6: E(A X i--+2],s)-+ H(Q,QX [4,2]) 
that for each Fc: &(A X [--1,2],s), 8(F)(s) =sX [--13 and 
for all @,t)E AX [-l,:Z]. s 
k { y] )) and note that for each F E C* (A X1,X), 
) is an open subset of QX [-I ,2] containing A X [- 1,2]. 
etric for Q and for each F E C* (A X1,x) we let 
e(F) = hb(t~N,(A)x [--1,23 c G(kohoy(Fj)(G)}, 
ere N&4 >I = (x E Ql d(A,x) < t) . It is clear that E(F) depends eontinu- 
ously on F. 
sing moStions only in the [--I ,2]direction we can easily construct a 
inuous ?unction 
i: C*(A xd,_?-;+ 1(&x [-1,2]) 
such that !‘or each FE (:*(A X1,X) ;Ind t E I, r#‘)JsX E-1,2]) =sX [--1,2], 
Wl,I(QX b--L21)\ (NE(F)&UX I-MPid, and 
E NE(F3/4 (A 1. 
let p(F) = S(k3 ~~(F))okoh and define 
((P(O)-‘~~(O~OI~F~, on i~U9)“’ (NecF,12(A)X f-1 921) 
2!37 
the straight-line h otopy join.ing id, to f‘lies in X. This 
ment of C* (A Xd, I hich depends continuously 0ni j’ an 
fore apply part (i). 
2. Choose K = point I) c Q and let 
be the natural function given by restriction. Then there does not cxkt 
cont:inuous local cross-section CA p at idK. 
0~4f. We will assu*me the contrary, that is there exists1 a neighbor]. 
of idK in Z(K, Q) and a continuous function c;r : U + H(Q) wzIm I. 
pq = id,, and we seek a contradiction. T!Gs; implies that there exists a 
point x0 E Q, a neighborhood G ofxo in Q, and a continua 
@ G + H(Q) such that @@)(x0) = x, for every ellement x E G. 
techniques from [ 151 there exist Hilbert cubes Q1 , 
Q1 U Q2 ,Q1 r9 Q2 is a HiPbert cube which is collar 
Q2, WQl 1 n fWQ2) = Q1 n Q2, x0 E WQSl’ (1 
Let ar = $1 QI, let h: Q + Q be a homeomor@.lis 
Qz, and let p: QZ + h(Q) be defined so that p(x) = hoa(K1 (x)). 
/Xx)(+$ = x, fo;r all x E Q2, Now note that I.25 1 i 
contractible. Let y = p-l o a 1 Qr n Q2, wherle by 
(p(x))-’ E H(Q), for all x E Q. The homeomor~:hism extension tlleorenl 
of [ 21 assures us that Q2 can bleviewed as a cotne over 
Since r(Q1 n Qz) E k& (Q), tihe contractibihty of HxO (
y can be extended to a continuous function 6: Qz -+ Hxo (Q). 
can define 8: Q + H(Q) by setting 
for X E Qr 
6(x) = 
&35(x), 
23 TX Chpman, t2nonicul extensibn~~ of hommnm~~~ r. - . . s: 
are fixed on proper closed subsets we will have to a$ply 
1 Theorem 6.2 V3ve prove that spaces of m’aps and embeddings of com- 
acta ir,,o Q-manifolds are 
. LetA beaco t ;netric sIpace, -manifold, and 
n X be a proper ed subset of A. ( at is A o + Al, 1. Then 
,X) z C(A, X) (and therefore by [ 191 E(A, X) is :jn F-manifold) 
,X) is an F-manifold. 
ows from [ 191 th.at C(A, X) is an F-manifold. Let d be a 
metric for A and for each integer n > 0 let 
A, = BfE C(A,X)ld(x,y) 2 l/n andf(x) =.f’@), . 
for some x,y E Al. 
It is easily seen that each A, is closed in C(A, X). It ako easily follows 
from the defimtion of a Z-set and Theorem 3.1 that each A r. is a Z-set in 
C(A) A’), for all n > 0. The main result of [ 41 implies that countable 
-sets in F-manifolds are negligible. That is, 
C(A,X) 2 C&X) \ 
ince E(A ,X) =: C(A, X) \ F= 1 A, we have established part (i). 
e now show that (A, X) is an F-manifold. As pointed out in Sec- 
tion 1 we can c:hoose a manifold Y such that (X, Y) is a manifold pair. 
ing Theorem 5.1 t xists an open set U ii2 E(A ,,X) containing 
@: U-, M”(Y) 
such that for. each f~ U, q/&f) I A, = f. Let 
‘9: &4,X) + E(A,,X) 
ction, that is 
-1 
0, anil p1ut A’ 
lity assume .A 
Let V C EAO (A ‘,X) be a neighbsrhooc: of fO IA’ and let $ : V’ -+ 
be a continuous function such that for eachf’E V, ib(j) = f. 
be given by restriction and use an argument similar to that given above 
to show that 4-l (V) sz V><E,f(R.X’). Since EAo(A’, 
we must have V z V x s (see I63 ), hence 
above, it follows that 4_‘( V) X s in an F- ‘bus q’- 1 ( S7jj i:s crln 
F-manifold. Since q-‘(V) contains fey we are done. 
6.2. Let A be a non-discrete compact metriic space and let I: 
a Q-xranifold. Then 
(ij C(A, Y) is an F-manifold and 
iii) E(A, Y) s C(A , Y? . 
Prosf. We first show that C(A, YXl) is an F-manifold and 
fact Y s Y Xl to con&de that C(A, Y) is an F-manifold. 
n.iq!ue from [ I4 ] ttlat was used to prosre that t 
non-discrete corn actutn to a compact: finite-dimi:nsionaI 
smooth interior is an F-manifold. Following [ 161 we say that a closed 
bset K of a space M has Lsotopy Property A if there e 
: ill Xl + M such that (i) Ho = idM, (ii) for each t Z> 8, 
morphism of M onto a closed subset ofM missing K, am 
is an F-manifold, then M its 
) we can use the argument given 
-maPnifold .X c Y such that (X, Y) 
/ can be continu ~sly deformed 
ling us to use ‘heorem 3.1. 
e main result of this section is Theoren 7.2, where we show how 
the, homeomorphism grortp of any Q-manifold to the 
identity on some neighborhood of a gkn c:empact Z-set. I[n Corollary 
7.3 we use this to obkain resullts on the bcdl contractibility of hoxneo- 
ntorphisrn groups of certain Q-,manifolds. It7 Theorem 7.5 we obtain a 
ral factor result alnCl in Corollary 7.6 we use it to generalize a result 
eesling [ 221. For ‘Theorem 7.2 we will need the following technical 
kmma. 
a Let X be a Q-manifold and let a: N(XX Q) -+ lil(XX Q) 
YNhere: f’(.u, (fr , t3., ..,.)) = (x’, (t;, t& ._, )). Then there exists a continuous 
ction $I: H(X x 8) X J -+ H(X >: Q) such that $tfi, = cu(‘J) and #or = 
X’XQ). 
of ‘is simP- + 1‘ an argurnem used by Barit [ 1 I ] to prove 
at H, ((2) is contractible, for any Z-set K (Z Q. It is also typical of the 
s developed by Wong [:!sl and used by 25 1. For each 
;S 1 define (I,, : H(Xx c!) + H(X x Q) by 
ere 
T.A. isms 
0 (idxX ic$ X . . . X Id42n?< &), 
where $t is t 
Clearly each uJn is continu 
efine@H~,XXQ)XI+H(XX(?)s~that~~ :-i 
n > 0, qb 1H(A’ X Q) X [n- 1 )/PI, n/(n+ 1 :P] is just q!P linearly 
from H(XXQ)X! to H(xXQ)X [(n--4)/n, n/(n+-I)]. II& can 
that #I is contiznuous. 
7.2. Let Y be a Q-manifold a 
hen there exists a neighborhood G C: 
id, in H(Y) for which there exists a c: 
which satisfies @&‘) = f and @I m 1 G := ici, 9 for all f E U. 
roof, Since K is a Z-set it follows from [ 131 that there exists a 
morphism h: Y --, Y X Q such that 
h(K)c YxI,x{O}x I,x(O}x o.. . 
Let 
x’ = YXI, xryxl,xljjx .*- 
it back to Y(as h induces a naturaJ rlomeomorphis 
6 Y 
Let us ckfhe a function p: H( en 
fs continueus :*nd P(id,) = id, hus p-1 (V) is an ope (Y) 
ntainjing ic9,, Set W, = /IV1 (V) ddefine 1qk U,x(+ 
for a11 fe: Cl1 , and note that ,@&‘) = fj I+1 (4) I K = id,. 
need now to show that there exists a compact Q-manifold M and 
en embedding : M X [Q,l) + Y such. that K C g(V X { 0)). Using 
Ses (i) there exists a homeomorphism of Y onto Y x [O,l ] 
to Y X (0) and c:ii’e there exists an open embedding of Y X [ 0,l) 
we can find an open A., .(-et W c Q and an open embedding U: IV-, Y 
such that .K c U( IV). Et follows from [ ‘15 ] th?t there exist:; a locally com- 
act polyhedron L’ and a ‘homeomorphism w: W -+ L’ X Q. Since tc-l (K) 
. 
-set in we may adjisst E) so that 
voU-qK)C L’xr,x(o}xl,x{Q)x... . 
bus there exists a compact polvhcdrcn L c L’ such that . 
mu-1 (K) c:: L xr, x{ O}x.‘,x (0) x (I.. . 
ow let i: I: -+ Y be defined by 
i(x) = tmF1 (x,(0,0, . ..)). \ 
is is a homeomorphism of L onto a Z-set in Y. From [ 15 ] 
t there exists an open embedding z L X Q X [O,l ) + Y such 
,Q) = i(x), for all x E L. Define 
et G =g x [cl,+)) and use 
p. 321) to obtain a continuous function 
such that for all f~ H &&f+-)}+Y) md % 65 1% #GOI) v-9 yl+ 
and &cf)l Y \g(M x [QJ)) = id. 
bk~~ apply the construction of r@ to the compact 
obtain a continuous function 
gp’ u,xr+ H(Y) 
(where U, is a neighborhood of id y in N(Y)) such that for each f~ 111,) 
&.#) = f and @r (f)lg(M x(O)) = ia. Put U= U, and let I$: UXh= 
be defined by 
It is easily seen that @ fulfills our requirements 
Cmdary 7.3, Let Y be a compact Q-manifold. Then H(Y AI l&l)) is lo- 
cally contractible. 
roof. This follows immediately from Theorem 7.2 by (j) deforming a 
neigborhood of id, to I& O 
trick. 
{ 1 (Y X [&I)) and (il) using the Alexander 
In light of the recent result that H ) is locally contractible 
where M is a compact finite-dimensi 1 manifold, at would be 
able to ask if the factor [OJ) in Corollary 8.3 could be omi;G. 
f( ) is any anifo 
be defYned by p(f) = f&J for all f E W*( Yj. It follows from [ 1 S+that 
th\ere exists an embedding : Q + Y such that Bd(,g(Q)) = g( 
x0, where 
e apparatus of [ 131 we can addutionally require that g(s) = 
) I? X. It folP from [2] that there sts a homeomorphism of 
onto itself which t s s u W onto s. Thus eorem 4. k can be rlpplied 
to obtain a continuous function 
such that @(x)(O) = x and #(X)(S) = s, for all x E s. Put U = g(s) and we 
use Qs to obtain a continuous function 
9: U-, H*(Y) 
so that &X)(X,) = X, for all x E U. DeP”ine 
$: p”(U)+ Ux H;$Y, 
Y 
where H$_ (U) = L&(U) n H*(U). lt is clear that @ is a homeomorphism. 
choice of x0 was arbitrary it follows that H*(Y) is a separable 
modeled on H,'l'J Y) X s. (We assume, without loss of generality, 
that Y is connected. Thus H&(Y) 2 Hz*(Y), for all x0,x1 E X.) 
t can be shown fh,7t if is a separable metric space, then any separa- 
le manifold I’V modelled on 1~1 IA x s admits an s-factor. Thk does no’t appear 
explicitly in [ 261, but it can be established from the apparatus given 
notation of [ 261, one would have LO prove that N satisfies 
tally and then apply crheorern 3.5 of [ 261. Using this re- 
llows that H*(Y) admits an s-factor. 
pair (s, Q), H*( 
T.A, Chapman, Civaonicd extensions ofhomeomorphismsms 
r&(P) 22 s, 
theorem of 
treatment see 
Let A be a compact rnetic s 
(X, 6) be a metric space for whi 
collection of ali subsets B of X 
A, & A be a closed subset, arrc 
y &$A, X) we mean the 
re exists a home0 
h: A -+ B satisfying h ]>I, = 
each pair B. C E SAO (A, X), 
id. Topologize sAO (A, X) by defini 
P(B, C) = glb (dlk , id,) 1 h: B + C’ is a homeomorphis 
h ]I:, = id}, 
where d(h, id,) = lub{a(h(x),x)lx E B 
to be a metric space. &fine 
. Then (S,o<A,LY),p) is caqi 
P: EAo(AX) -+ s,&kX) 
by p(f) = f(A), for all f E EAo(A,X). Then p is continuous a 
p-‘(B) is homeomorphic to 3 A0 (A). The folIowing is essentially due 
Morqe [ 241. 
8.1 (Morse [ 241). If A = I’ and A,, = aI’, then there exisI.*j a
continuous cross-section of p. 
Corollary 8.2 (Anderson [3]). HO(P) z5 5. 
roof. Assu,me I = I’ C ‘: and let 
efmed as above. Theorem 8.1 gives a ccsntmuous function 
such that pq = id. 
epeating this 
meomorphism of Ho(I) 
P e remark that if wzre true for In, yt > 1, then the proor 
of rollary 8.2 wsuld apply TV prove that Ho(P) zs s. 
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